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Abstract – In this paper we present a Turbo Pascal code of the random search technique based on 
quadratic interpolation approach for determining the global optimal solutions of nonlinear optimization 
problems. The Pascal code based on the random search algorithm is specially designed for solving 
nonlinear optimization problems on Personal Computers. The algorithm is tested on a set of standard test 
examples taken from literature. The results are compared with the earlier results of the Fortran version 
designed for solving such problems on main frames such as DEC 2050 system. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1. INTRODUCTION: 

In a nonlinear optimization problem: Min f(X), f : R
n
 

→ R, subject to X  S C R
n
,  

*X  is said to be its 

global optimal solution if f (
*X )  f(X) for all X  S. 

However, if f (X)  f(
*X ) for all X  S   

N
 (

*X ), 

where 
N

(
*X ) is a  neighbourhood of 

*X  then 
*X  is called a local optimal solution. Determining the 

global optimal solution of an optimization problem is 
ordinarily more difficult as compared to determining 
its local optimal solution, since for X to be a global 

optimal solution the requirement f(
*X )  f(X) has to 

be ensured in the entire feasible domain S, whereas 

for 
*X  to be a local optimal solution this requirement 

has to be ensured only in a small feasible 

neighbourhood of 
*X . However, practical 

considerations sometimes demand that global 
solutions rather than local solutions be determined. A 
number of computational techniques are now being 
reported in literature which search for the global 
optimal solution of an optimization problem (see for 
instance Dixon (1) Boggs (2). In continuation with the 
series of our papers on algorithms for solving 
nonlinear global optimization problems Mohan and 
Shanker (3, 4, 5, 6, 7) reported the use of a Fortran 
code to solve a number of test examples on Dec. 
2050 system of the Roorkee University Regional 
Computer Center. In (8) the algorithm was used to 
solve the problem of reliability optimization of 
complex systems. In (9, 10) it was used to determine 
the underground reservoirs of subsurface structures 
by inverting the observed gravity anomalies. In (11) it 
was used to determine the hypocentral parameters 
(spatial co-ordinates and time of occurance) of an 
earthquake. However, a need was felt to develop a 

computer code for running on Personal Computers. 
Most of the Fortran compliers do not provide an 
efficient routine for the generation of random 
numbers. Fortunately, Turbo Pascal provides an 
efficient random number generator. This paper 
presents a Turbo Pascal code for the use on 
Personal Computers. The Code has been tested on 
a number of test examples taken from literature and 
the results are reported here. 

In section 2 the computational steps of the algorithm 
have been presented. In section 3 we present the 
Turbo Pascal code of the algorithm. Finally in 
section 4 we present our experience of using the 
Pascal code for the solution of some test examples 
and draw conclusions based on the present 
numerical study. 

2. THE COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM: 

In this section we present the details of the random 
search algorithm for global optimization. It uses only 
function evaluations and avoids all other 
mathematical operations such as evaluation of 
derivatives, which sometimes may not be easy and 
may not even be justified. It assumes no specific 
mathematical properties for the functions appearing 
n the problem. The computational algorithm tries to 
obtain the global optimal solution of a nonlinear 
constrained optimization problems. 

The random search approach originally advocated 
by Price (12, 13) works iteratively in two phases. In 
the first phase, the global phase, the objective 
function, is evaluated at a number of randomly 
sampled feasible points. In the second phase the 
local phase, these points are manipulated by local 
searches to yield a possible candidate for global 
optima. Although, theoretically there is no guarantee 
that the algorithm will locate the exact global optimal 
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solution in each and every case (perhaps none of the 
existing algorithms can guarantee it), yet it does 
determine global optimal solution in most of the 
cases when used on test problems where global 
solutions are known. In cases where the algorithm 
fails to locate the global solution, it generally 
determines a solution which is quite close to the 
global optimal solution. 

The algorithm generates randomly N points (say N = 
10 (n + 1), where n is the number of unknown 
independent variables of the problem) and evaluates 
the objective function f(X) at these points. These 
points and their function values are then stored in an 
N by (n + 1) array A in such a manner that the point 
with the minimum function value is stored as L and 
the point with maximum function value is stored as 
M. In the local search three distinct points 

21
B,LB 

 and 3
B

 are randomly sampled from 
array A and a new trial point P is obtained by 
quadratic interpolation (i.e. P is the point of minima of 

the quadratic curve passing through 1
B

, B2 and B3). 
If P is feasible then f(P) is evaluated and compared 
with the current f(M). If f(P) < f(M) then the current M 
is replaced by P in array A and new L and M 

determined. If however, P is not feasible or f (P)  
f(M) then the trial is discarded and a new choice of 

2
B

 and 3
B

 is made. The process is continued 
iteratively till all the points suitably cluster around the 
global optimal solution which is checked by testing 

|(f(M) – f(L))/f(M)| <  where  is some pre-assigned 
accuracy. During each local search a counter is used 
to keep record of the unsuccessful trials (i.e. cases 

when P is not feasible or f(P)  f(M). If this counter 
exceeds a certain prescribed number the best n 
points of the current array A are retained and the rest 
of the N – n points are replaced by new randomly 
generated feasible points. The computational steps 
of the algorithm are: 

Global Phase : 

(i) Choose N, say N = 10 (n+1), random 
feasible points and evaluate the objective 
function at these points. Store these points 
and their function values in an N by (n+1) 
array A. Set ITER = 1, MULT = 1. 

(ii) Out of these N points find M and L, the 
points with greatest and lowest function 
values f(M) and f(L), respectively. If |f(M) – 

f(L))/f(M)| <  stop with the message that L is 
the global minima, otherwise set IFAIL = 1 
and goto (iii). 

Local Phase : 

(i) From the array A chose randomly three 

points 1
B

 = L, 2
B

 and 3
B

 and determine the next 
trial point using the relation  
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Check if P satisfies the specified feasible range 

iii bxa 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n or not. If yes go to (iv), 

otherwise set ii bp 
 if iiii apandbp 

 if 

ii ap 
, i = 1, 2, . . . . n and go to (iv). 

(ii) Check if P is feasible. If yes go to (v), 
otherwise go to (vi). 

(iii) Find f(P). If f(P) > f (M) go to (vi), otherwise 
replace the current M by P in array A and set 
ITER = ITER + 1. If ITER > ITL (where ITL is 
some preassigned positive integer) go to 
(viii), otherwise go to (ii). 

(iv) Set IFAIL = IFAIL + 1. If IFAIL > LAST 
(where LAST is some prassigned positive 
integer) go to (vii), otherwise go to (ii). 

(v) If MULT > MLAST (where MLAST is some 
prassigned positive integer) go to (viii), 
otherwise set MULT = MULT + 1 and 
replace the worst N-n points (points with 
highest function values) of array A by new 
randomly generated feasible points, and go 
to step (ii). 

(vi) Stop with the indication that the current L is 
the best point with the best function value 
which could be found so far by the 
algorithm. 

The flow chart of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. 

3. TURBO PASCAL CODE OF THE 
ALGORITHM: 

In this section we present the Turbo Pascal code of 
the random search algorithm. On personal 
computers most of the Fortran compilers do not 
provide efficient random number generators. The 
function 'random' of Turbo Pascal has been used to 
generate random numbers between 0 and 1 which 
are then scaled to the upper and lower bounds of 
the variables. The seed for the generation of random 
numbers is also selected randomly by initially calling 
the function 'randomize' so the problem of selecting 
an unbiased seed for the generation of random 
numbers in Fortran code has been overcome in 

Turbo Pascal. Similarly, for choosing 1
B

 and 2
B

 
from the current array A the function random (NBIG)' 
is used (Refer step (iii) above. Version 5.0 of Turbo 
Pascal has been used to develop the code for the 
algorithm which may be updated for higher versions 
accordingly. The code may be obtained from the 
authors on request. 
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4. SOLUTION OF TEST EXAMPLES AND 
CONCLUSIONS: 

In this section we present our experience of using the 
Turbo Pascal code for solving 35 test examples 
appearing in literature. These problems are given in 
(7) wherein they have been used to evaluate the 
algorithm in Fortran on Dec. 2050 system of the 
Roorkee University Regional Computer Center. Each 
problem has been run ten times on PC-AT. The 
accuracy used in each case (except when stated 

otherwise) is  = 0.001. A trial is considered a 
success if the objective function value is within one 
percent of the known global optimal value. The 
percentage of successful runs, minimum, average 
and maximum number of function evaluations 
required to solve each of them is reported in Table 1. 
For comparison purpose the percentage of success 
for each problem reported earlier is also given in this 
table. The maximum, minimum and average function 
evaluations of successful runs for each problem are 
also depicted through a graph (Fig. 2). 

It is observed that the greatest number of function 
evaluations required are 37126 in problem no. 33. 
On the other hand the minimum function evaluations 
required is 60 in problem no. 16 Problem no. 3 gave 
30% success, problem no. 32 gave 50% success, 
problem no. 20 gave 70% success, and problem no. 
24, 25, 26 gave 90% success whereas all the other 
problems could be solved with 100% success. The 
time taken by the Turbo Pascal code is also 
comparable. 

Thus it may be concluded that since the algorithm is 
applicable to a variety of problems it can be used to 
solve nonlinear optimization problems on a Personal 
Computer with the help of Turbo Pascal code. 
However, our experience shows that theoretically 
speaking the algorithm is applicable to all problems 
but for practical problems with a large number of 
conflicting constraints it is unduly large. It works 
satisfactorily well even if the number of variables is 
large. 

The author is thankful to Dr. Kusum IIT, Roorkee for 
her valuable guidance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Percentage of success and maximum 
number of function evaluations required to solve 

test examples 
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